INFORM WMS
COMPLETE CONTROL & VISIBILITY OF
YOUR WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS

Drive Warehouse Efficiency and
Eliminate Errors

STREAMLINE WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS
Inform Warehouse Management System (WMS) eliminates timeconsuming errors, product losses, and re-ships with well-defined
warehouse processes that deliver unprecedented ROI within weeks.
Fine-tune your warehouse functions with optimized put-away, customer
labeling, performance analytics, and paperless operations. Inform WMS
taps into the expansive knowledge of more than 1,000 distributors we
serve to continuously improve logistics and operations.

DRIVE EFFICIENCY AND ELIMINATE ERRORS
( Experience Error-Free PO Receiving
( Increase Accuracy with Mobile Scanning
( Save Time with Guided Put-Away and Location Slotting
( Analyze Performance Indicators, Dashboards & Reports
( Experience Paperless Operations
( Stay Up-to-Date with Shipments
( Automatically Restock with Bin Replenishment
( Reach Nearly 100% Accuracy with Cycle Counting
( Bin Level Inventory Tracking
( View Order Picking in Real-Time

INFORM WMS

DYNAMIC LOOKUP

REAL-TIME DASHBOARD & ANALYTICS

Scan any barcode and instantly receive relevant product

Gain detailed insight into every aspect of your warehouse

information - serial numbers, lots, bin locations, inventory

with powerful KPI’s that track both picker and receiver

quantities, orders and more.

performance. Our Order Picking Progress dashboard shows
the day’s progress towards order completion in real-time,

SALES ORDER PICKING
Gain efficiency and order accuracy with guided, paperless
picking by order or by truck. Flexible workflows that
minimize foot traffic and alert pickers of mis-picks and
quantity discrepancies.

allowing warehouse managers to better allocate resources.
SCHEDULED BIN COUNTS
Recommended counts (currently available by product
ranking) can soon be automatically scheduled by bin
location and assigned via the Job Queue. Discrepancies

ZONE PICKING/ORDER SHARING

(for recount) will also appear in the Job Queue allowing for a

Pickers can share workloads so multiple people can work

truly paperless count.

on the same order simultaneously. Quickly split orders into
“zones,” allowing pickers to work in different sections of the
warehouse without any overlap.

JOB DISPATCHER
Assign specific jobs like bin counts, order picks, or
replenishments to specific individuals using a drag-and-

CUSTOMIZABLE PICK PATH

drop style screen. Jobs instantly appear on each user’s

Reduce the amount of time it takes to pick orders with

wireless scanner.

customizable bin sequencing. Define your own pick path
which may include picking the heaviest products first or
pulling inventory out of specific warehouse areas.

IMPROVED BIN REPLENISHMENT
Transferring products from overflow locations is made
easier by establishing Min & Max quantities for your Primary,

STOCK RECEIVING & WAREHOUSE TRANSFERS

Showroom, or Counter locations. Excess inventory appears

Receive vendor stock or stock transfers directly through

in the Job Queue automating the replenishment process.

handheld scanners to ensure accurate inventory and bin
assignment at all times. Inform WMS auto-updates stock
receipts in real-time.

LOT TRACKING
The in-depth lot tracking capabilities of Inform now extend
to the warehouse. Upon receiving lot enabled products,

BIN ASSIGNMENT

you’ll be prompted to assign lots along with expiration

Inform WMS can be set up as either a Primary Bin

dates. Order picking will prioritize date driven lot quantities

Warehouse or a Floating Bin Warehouse based on your

using FIFO based logic.

business needs. Pick lists are based on bin assignments with
the option of FIFO (first in, first out) logic when necessary.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:

COMBINE & SHARE RECEIVINGS / GUIDED PUTAWAY

Inform WMS requires warehouses to have a wireless network, label
printer, and barcode scanners.

Multiple receivers can scan items and receive off the same
purchase order. Guide staff to primary and/or secondary
bins during the putaway process.
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DDI System recommends
Zebra MC3300 Barcode Scanner
Zebra ZD420D Label Printer

